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Collaboration between farmers and scien-
tists to develop tropical flowers produc-
tion: the undergraduate student point of 
view.  
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1
Agronomy undergraduate students of the Laboratory of 

Floriculture (LAFLOR), Department of Agronomy, Federal 

Rural University of Pernambuco (UFRPE), Av. Dom 

Manoel Medeiros s/n, Recife, PE, CEP: 52171-900, 

Brazil; 
2
Director Profa. of the LAFLOR – UFRPE; 

3
Fazenda Mumbecas Flores Tropicais, Paulista, PE, 

Brazil. 

It’s a pleasure to work with flowers, especially from the 
Zingiberales order because they are species that can be 
planted in Brazil’s Northeast region. Pernambuco, a state 
of northeast region, in the last decades expanded the com-
mercial production of tropical cut flowers. However, sev-
eral challenges to achieve farmers’ and consumers’ ex-

pectations need to be improved such species with suitable 
shapes and sizes for easier transportation and long lasting 
post-harvest cut flowers. On the other hand, it is important 
to also guide the growers/producers expectation to in-
crease the commercial production.  

 

These trials present an abundance of research options to 

for Laboratory of Floriculture (LAFLOR) of the Federal 

Rural University of Pernambuco (UFRPE) to achieve in 

the future. Nevertheless, the university can’t focus only on 

the scientific side. It’s necessary to experience the real 

life’s challenges side by side with the farmers. Looking 

through this perspective, we want to highlight the im-

portance of having a close relationship between the agron-

omy undergraduate and graduate students with the grow-

ers to develop researchs mainly extends to the characteri-

zation of species for the Zingiberales order as cut flowers 

and ornamental plants.  

We are fortunate to have an association with Mumbeca’s 

Tropical Cut Flowers Farm since 2001. Performing experi-
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Students Ellienay, at left, and Isabel 

Collecting data at Mumbeca's farm 
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The Purpose of HSI 
The purpose of HSI is to increase the enjoyment and under-
standing of Heliconia (Heliconiaceae) and related plants (in the 
families Cannaceae, Costaceae, Lowiaceae, Marantaceae, Mu-
saceae, Strelitziaceae, and Zingiberaceae) of the order Zinger-
berales through education, research and communication. Inter-
est in Zingiberales and information on the cultivation and bota-
ny of these plants is rapidly increasing. HSI will centralize this 
information and distribute it to members. 
 
The HELICONIA SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL, a non-
profit corporation, was formed in 1985 because of rapidly de-
veloping interest around the world in these plants and their 
close relatives. We are composed of dues-paying members. 
Our officers and all participants are volunteers. Everyone is 
welcome to join and participate. HSI conducts a Biennial Meet-
ing and International Conference. 
 
Membership dues are (in $US): Individual $40, Family $45, 
PDF $25, Student $10, Contributing $50, Corporate $100, Sus- 
 

taining $500, Lifetime Member $1000. Membership fees con-
stitute annual dues from 1 July through 30 June. All members 
receive the BULLETIN (usually published quarterly) and spe-
cial announcements. Join or renew your membership at 
www.heliconia.org. 
 
HSI Officers and Board of Directors for 2014-2016 
Carla Black, President and Membership; David Lorence, Treas-
urer; Jan Hintze, Secretary, Membership and Etlingera Cultivar 
Registrar; Dave Skinner, Costaceae Cultivar Registrar and 
Conservation Centers; Colton Collins, Webmaster; Chelsea 
Specht, Student Grants; Bryan Brunner, Heliconia Cultivar 
Registrar; Sandra Barnes, Archivist; and Directors:  Vinita 
Gowda, Timothy Chapman, Carlos Castro, Minal Patil and 
Bian Tan.  
 
The HSI BULLETIN is the quarterly publication of the  
HELICONIA SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL. 
Inquiries: Jan Hintze, admin@heliconia.org.  
Website: www.heliconia.org 

mentations in partnership with this farm plays a signifi-
cant role for the personal and professional growth of the 
students. It affords the opportunity to work with a great 
example of what thrives in the market. It allows the under-
standing of the farm’s daily activities and getting to know 
several species and varieties of plants by touring the prop-
erty. It’s fulfilling to see the knowledge from the class-
room being applied in the field, the particularities of each 
different species, the farm’s logistics, and to follow news 
in the flower market/business.  
 
We feel that of all the benefits, the most important aspect 
is the knowledge that we receive from the workers; they 
are a living and breathing testament of farming. Most of 
the knowledge that we’ve received has been from the 
farm’s owner, Maria do Carmo. She has several years of 
experience and loves to pass on her wisdom; every student 
is lucky to learn from her mastery. This brings an im-
portant observation about the relationship between grow-
ers and scientists, including students.  
 
The methodology developed between farm and students/
researchers is extracting the necessary data without inter-
rupting their commercial production. Taking Torch Gin-
ger as an example, the farm’s owner has provided an area 
where is located the lab’s experiment. She also takes care 
of the watering and organic fertilizer. All the flower stems 
are collected and carried to the lab. They are submitted to 
several analyses, including sizes measurements and post-
harvested durability. With other species, the flowers are 
tagged as soon it merged from the plant  in the field, and 
when they are harvested the workers registered the date 
and give back the tags for us.  It’s allow us to collect data 
related to the production itself and flower stream cycle. In 
return, all the information and results are shared to the 
farm’s owner. It’s a great collaboration that makes all the 
difference because we have the same goals to improve the 
production and quality.  
 

Working in the Laflor and Mumbecas farm along with my 
classmates has been a rewarding experience to many stu-
dents because there’s so much motivation and inspiration 
to learn. Additionally, Maria do Carmo, the producer, is a 
reference of endurance and guidance for many students 
and research. Since the beginning of this partnership, sev-
eral abstracts, articles and projects were developed and 
published. All of those publications are really valuable for 
the future of the students. For all these years, we had not 
only spectacular academic results but also several students 
were influenced greatly by this opportunity, and are forev-
er appreciative. We want to highlight that a partnership 
like this one is beneficial for both sides, students/scientists 
learn from growers and growers learn from researchers 
results.  

Evaluation of the flowers at the laboratory 

 Renew your membership today! 
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My Introduction to Botanical Field Work 
in Thailand  
 
Mia Kennel     miakennel@gmail.com 
 
One more check: shoes off, socks off, pant legs rolled up, 
have partner look you over for leeches. Check, check, 
check and, yep, cool, a few leeches...check. Now back into 
the crowded car, shoulder to shoulder, and head deeper 
into the fog-covered mountain road. I'm in Northern Thai-
land, way Northern Thailand, near the Burmese border. It's 
monsoon season, which means it is wet, so wet we are al-
ways soaked to the bone, either from sweat, or the constant 
rain, or a mixture of both. This constant uncomfortable 
blanket of wetness is the norm, along with exposure to 
extreme temperatures, poisonous plants and insects, and 
swarms of mosquitoes that seem to be immune to DEET. 
They leave my legs and arms covered with swollen itchy 
welts even though I’m wearing long pants and a long-
sleeve shirt. For every bite someone else in the group gets, 
I seem to get around thirty. I guess that one of my contri-
butions to the team is to distract the mosquitos. These 
plants are not easy to find and finding them isn't for the 
faint at heart. This amazing, albeit uncomfortable, and 
sometimes dangerous experience working in the forest and 
seeing them up-close in their natural environment has giv-
en me a deeper and more nuanced appreciation for these 
plants, and plants in general. 

In the summer of2017, I traveled from Wisconsin to Thai-
land to meet up with Plant Group Hawai’i, a for-profit 
company that works to collect, cultivate and conserve Zin-
giberales. My goal was to learn about plant collecting and 
document their work. We were looking for plants in the 
order Zingiberales. In addition to searching for Zingibera-
ceae species in the wild, we also had the chance to see the 
many amazing heliconias being grown on plant farms and 
in botanical gardens. We had the great fortune to get insid-
er access to Plant Group Siam Mariposa's beautiful farm 
and two amazing botanical gardens: Nong Nooch Botani-
cal Gardens and Queen Sirikit Botanical Garden. We also 
visited flower markets big and small around the country, 

 

A little about me: I am a 40-year-old photographer with an 
undergraduate degree in Anthropology and, at the time of 
this writing, have just finished the Nelson Institute's Envi-
ronmental Conservation Master’s Program at the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin-Madison. My grad program required stu-
dents to take part in a final culminating ‘Leadership Place-
ment Experience’ with a host organization or professional 
that is engaged in conservation practice and management.  
 
Having worked a bit and made good contacts with the 
Wildlife Conservation Network (co-founded by Jane 
Goodall), I was naturally encouraged to pursue a Leader-
ship Placement with them. They're rockstars in the conser-
vation world, I love what they do, and their name would 
look amazing on my resume. I also had lived in Kenya for 
a short period of time and loved what their conservation-
ists like Dr. Iain Douglas-Hamilton from Save the Ele-
phants and Dr. Shivani Bhalla from Ewaso Lions were 
doing. Just one small nagging problem: in my heart of 
hearts, even though it wasn't as "sexy" or exciting to most 
people, I was more passionate about working in plant con-
servation than I was working in animal conservation. I 
made the decision to follow my heart and started working 
on coming up with a Leadership Placement centered 
around plant conservation.  
 
Having lived abroad in both Asia and Africa I was looking 
for a placement that was more on the adventurous side. I 
was introduced to Plant Group Hawai'i and after reading 
about their work collecting, cultivating, and conserving 
Zingiberales in SE Asia and the Americas, my heart lit up 
- this is what I want to experience, this is what I want to 
learn about! Years ago, 
I had lived and worked 
in Thailand but never 
had the chance to really 
explore the flora. I of-
fered PGH to be of as-
sistance as a budding 
conservationist and an 
experienced photogra-
pher and asked for in 
exchange to learn about 
plant collecting and the 
world of Zingiberales. 
To my delight, our in-
terests and experience 
aligned and we got to 
the business of planning 
a plant collecting trip to 
Thailand!  
 
Shortly after arriving in 
Bangkok, Colton Col-
lins, PGH's director, and 
I visited the Chatuchak 
flower market. Colton met with a few local plant collec-
tors, exchanged rhizomes he brought from his farm in Ha-
wai'i and examined what they had collected for sale. To 
say this market was exhilarating for a plant lover like my-
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Colton Collins, Mia Kennel and Anders Lindstrom 

Mia working in the field in  
Northern Thailand 
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self would be an understatement. It was overflowing with 
exotic plants, captivating flowers, strange new bulbs and 
fascinating rhizomes in every direction. I was in plant 
heaven.  
 
The next day we drove south a few hours to Pattaya to 
meet with curator and cycad expert Anders J. Lindstrom 
and tour the Nong Nooch Tropical Botanical Garden. We 
were able to see the huge section that was dedicated to 
Heliconia, along with all the other amazing gardens and 
displays. I was pleasantly surprised to see the organization 

of the plants, with each 
section having rows of 
each species, separated by 
plant type, cultivars, and 
hybrids. This was the first 
time that I really got to 
see heliconias up close. 
I’d seen heliconias in the 
past at other botanical 
gardens but it was usually 
the common Heliconia 
rostrata, which is un-
doubtedly beautiful but to 
see and photograph rare 
species of heliconia mind-
blowing. Each species had 
its own brilliantly colorful 
bracts, that attract humans 
just as much as they do 
hummingbirds. Nong 
Nooch has one of the 
world's largest private 

palm collections (over 1,000 species), all but three de-
scribed cycad species (over 300 species), hundreds of cac-
ti, and over 2000 orchid species and hybrids. One of my 
favorite parts of the tour was hearing about the adventures 
that Mr. Lindstrom and other plant collectors like Colton's 
father, the late Mr. Mark Collins, had taken over the years. 
All the discoveries and contributions to the plant world 
was inspirational and further fueled my interest in becom-
ing part of this niche world as a conservationist and pho-
tographer.  
 
After Nong Nooch we had the good fortune of visiting 
with Dr. Prachaya Srisanga, Queen Sirikit Botanic Gar-
den's Herbarium Curator. He explained their main objec-
tives were focused on Thai flora for botanical study and 
research, biodiversity, and environmental conservation, as 
well as creating an enjoyable place for the public. QSBG 
has one of the most extensive collections of gingers in SE 
Asia, which provides not only important research opportu-
nities for scientists but also educational opportunities for 
the public on the importance of gingers. Native ginger has 
a variety of research fields at QSBG, including ethnobota-
ny, phytochemistry, and taxonomy through both in-situ 
and ex-situ practices. Dr. Srisanga explained that different 
ginger species are used not only in Thai cuisine, which is 
commonly known, but also in ceremonies and medicines. 
Thailand, I would learn, is home to one of the richest gin-
ger floras in the world.  

 
One of the most interesting things for me on this trip was 
documenting and assisting PGH with registering a new 
Heliconia cultivar. The variation was from a seedling of 
'Dorado Gold.' I was told that the difference was that the 
color variation on the 'cheeks' turns pink to red, which in 
my opinion looks a lot like a woman's blush. I was so 
drawn to the beauty and alluring ornamentation of heli-
conias. I kept trying to describe why it was that I was so 
attracted to these plants, but I couldn't find the right words. 
Nothing came close to articulating why I was so captivated 
by their striking beauty. Each one a little different than the 
next. Each with vibrant colors and textures that capture 
adoration and attention of humans, and of course, birds 
and other pollinators. I guess in a world that seems so dif-
ficult and dark, at times it's a relief to be captivated by and 
get lost in the beauty of a heliconia, as well as all species 
in the Zingiberaceae family: the graceful and refined beau-
ty of the Globba spp., the sumptuous pink blooms of Siam 
tulip Curcuma, the magnetic Zingiber with its unique, de-
tailed structure and variation of flower patterns.  

I couldn't have asked for a better trip, placement organiza-
tion and partner or experience. Well, okay, I do wish I had 
been lucky enough to discover and photograph a new spe-
cies out in the forest, but beginners luck wasn't on my side 
this time. What I did find out there growing in the forest 
and the plant markets was my plan growing. A plan to be-
come a plant conservationist and focus on Zingiberales in 
the Americas and in SE Asia. A plan to use multimedia as 
a tool to educate and excite current and future generations 
about the vital and often overlooked connections between 
plants and culture. As a conservationist and photographer, 
I will look for ways to engage people in the wonderment 
of the world in hopes of inspiring people to move beyond 
passive appreciation and into a more active role; that of 
protector, preserver, and conservationist. The more I learn 
about our world and these wonderful plants the more I re-
alize that it is not only my duty, but my privilege and hon-
or to make this my life's work.  
 
I'm incredibly grateful to Plant Group Hawai’i, and all the 
incredible people we met in Thailand, for allowing a neo-
phyte plant collector and conservationist to join this expe-
dition, document their work "behind the curtain," and ex-
perience firsthand the exciting and important work that 
they do. Kob kun krub, mahalo nui iā ʻoe, thank you so 
much for the opportunity and the inspiration! 
 

Curcuma  ‘Jewel of Thailand’ 

Rice fields in Northern Thailand 
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Costaceae Cultivar Registry 
 

Dave Skinner, Registrar   dave@gingersrus.com 
 

The Heliconia Society International is the International 
Cultivar Registration Authority (ICRA) for cultivars in the 
plant family Heliconiaceae, the genus Etlingera, and the 
plant family Costaceae.  The website registry includes pho-
tos of established cultivars and a checklist of names giving 
their current registry status.  Under the rules of the Interna-
tional Society for Horticultural Science (ISHS) a cultivar 
must be published in hard copy in a publication that meets 
the requirements of the ISHS in order to become 
“established.” The Heliconia Society provides for publica-
tion of new cultivars to meet this requirement.  Costus cul-
tivars have been published in the following issues: Decem-
ber 2013, March 2014, and June 2014.  Here in this issue 
we continue with publication of additional cultivars. 
 
'Alan’s Red' unknown species/variety  of Costus; Regis-
trant is Colton Collins . 
Collected, named, and introduced 
by Mark Collins.  Origin unknown, 
probably southern Peru.  This same 
plant form was reported to be com-
mon along the Rio San Gabon near 
Mazuko in southern Peru.  Stems 
are villous. Ligules margins are 
maroon and lobed - long and dis-
tinctively triangular.  Leaves are 
narrowly elliptic and pubescent. 
Leaves are dark green on the upper 
surface and light green on the un-
derside. Ligules are red. Inflo-
rescence is subcylindrical and 
comprised of thick red pubescent 
bracts that have a rigid geometric 
appearance. Flowers are yellow. 
Blooms are basal and terminal. 
 
'Aloha' unknown species/variety of Costus aff. claviger; 
Registrant is Dave Skinner  
This is a plant that has been sold 
by Aloha Tropicals under the inva-
lid species name Costus 
laviger.  The origin of this 
plant is not known but may 
have come from one of the botani-
cal gardens in Hawaii.  It has a 
short, truncate ligule and red bracts 
absent of nectar callus, with green 
appendages. The bracteole is 20 
mm long but the calyx is shorter 
than described (only 8 mm long). 
Corolla is white, as described for 
C. aff. claviger. It appears to be an 
example of the group of terminal 
flowering plants referred to as the Costus aff. claviger 
group in Paul Maas' 1977 monograph. This cultivar has 
been vouchered at the UC Berkeley, Jepsen Herbarium, 
UC2045835. 

'California Dreaming' unknown species/variety or natu-
ral hybrid of Costus; Regis-
trant is Dave Skinner  
This plant was found in 2014 
near the village of California 
(so named because of a mi-
nor gold rush there), in the 
state of Chiapas, Mexico. It 
is not known whether this is 
a new, undescribed species 
or a natural hybrid of other 
species in the area. Plant 
grows to about 3 meters tall with a terminal inflorescence.  
Vegetative parts all glabrous, truncate ligule to 1 cm long. 
Bracts are a rusty red color in the exposed part with the 
apex curled outward.  There is a green blotch surrounding 
the yellow nectar callus.  Flowers have dark yellow corol-
las and labellum bright red around margins, much like a 
Costus pictus flower.  It is a vigorous growing and easy 
flowering cultivar. 
 
‘Dwarf Star’ selection of Costus productus; Registrant is 
Dave Skinner  
Origin unknown. Plant sold 
by Aloha Tropicals under 
the name ‘Barbatus Dwarf’ 
which is a non-compliant 
name under ISHS rules.  In 
June 2016 a name-the-
costus contest was held on 
Facebook group Planet 
Heliconia-Ginger, and the 
cultivar name ‘Dwarf Star’ was the winner. Plant grows 
to about 1 meter tall with glabrous, plicate leaves.  It is 
similar to the Costus productus form that is common in 
cultivation (sometimes under the incorrect name of 
Costus curvibracteatus), but this cultivar has darker red 
colored bracts and yellow vs. orange flowers.  The ligule 
has a distinctive reddish ring at the margin. 
 
‘Emerald Chalice’ selection of Costus productus; Regis-
trant is Colton Collins  
Collected, named, and intro-
duced by Mark Collins.  
Origin unknown.  NOTE that 
cultivar name is sometimes 
found spelled chalice and 
sometimes as chalise (with an 
"s").  Listing here as chalice 
which is the correct spelling 
for a cup, referring to the cup-
like ligules.  Similar to C. 
productus ‘Maroon Chalice’ 
except overcupping ligules are 
emerald green and the bract appendages are smaller than 
'Maroon Chalice'. Leaves also are solid green with promi-
nent veins that add texture to the upper surface. Petiole, 
costa, and underside of leaves are pubescent. Inflo-
rescence is obvate. Bracts are thick and red with a yellow
-green line along centerline. Flowers are yellow. Grows 
3’ to 4’ tall in partial shade. 
 
 
 
 

Costu

mailto:dave@gingersrus.com
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'Longhair' possible natural hybrid of Costus aff. allenii; 
Registrant is Dave Skinner  
Found in 2008 along the 
Rio Teribe in Bocas del 
Toro, Panama.  Plant has 
been vouchered at the UC 
Berkeley, Jepsen Herbari-
um, UC2045803. Plant 
consistent with species 
Costus allenii except that 
the bracts are appendaged, 
so this might be a natural 
hybrid with C. guanaiensis 
or with C. villosissimus.  Plant grows to about 3 meters tall 
and all vegetative parts are covered with thick brownish 
colored hairs.  Ligules are short, less than 1 cm and slight-
ly lobed. Flowers have yellow corollas and red-striped 
open-type labellum. 
 
'Maldonado' selection of  Costus varzearum; Registrant 
is Colton Collins  
Collected, named, and in-
troduced by Mark Collins.  
Origin unknown but proba-
bly Puerto Maldonado in 
southern Peru.  It has been 
vouchered at the UC Berke-
ley, Jepsen Herbarium, 
UC2045811. Glabrous. 
Stems are dark green to 
purple. Upper surface of 
leaves are green with prom-
inent veins. Undersides are 
green turning to a green-purplish mixture with age. Bracts 
are thin, light green, and chartaceous. Calyx is yellow at 
base and orange-red at tip.  This selection is a distinctly 
different form from the more commonly cultivated form 
of Costus varzearum.  It has flowers whose labellum folds 
outward and with slightly shorter ligules from the more 
common form in cultivation. 
 
'Mongrel' unknown species/variety of Costus; Registrant 
is Dave Skinner  
Found in the hills above 
Rio Bonyic, Bocas del To-
ro, Panama. Plant grows to 
about 2 meters tall with 
terminal inflorescence, veg-
etative parts are glabrous, 
ligule to 1 cm and slightly 
lobed.  Bracts are dark red 
with conspicuous yellow 
nectar callus and fibrous 
margins.  Flowers are tubu-
lar, cherry-red like the 
bracts.  This form is found 
in several places in the re-
gion and is likely a new and undescribed species.  It has 
some characters and a general appearance of Costus pul-
verulentus but the flowers are more like those of Costus 
scaber. 

'Nirvana'  unknown species/variety of Costus aff. laevis; 
Registrant is Dave Skinner  
Found in 2010 at Reserva Nir-
vana in the Central Cordillera 
of Colombia. Plant grows to 3 
meters tall, leaves pubescent on 
undersides, glabrous on upper 
sides, ligule lobed to 2 cm long 
with hairs at margin.  Terminal 
inflorescence, globular in shape 
with non-appendaged bracts 
that are distinctively convex in 
shape.  Upper leaves of plant 
wrap around the inflorescence 
partially hiding the flowers 
from view when seen from the sides.  Flowers are large 
and showy, pale yellow with open labellum.  This cultivar 
differs from 'El Gato' by having an upright inflorescence. 
 
'Phoenix' hybrid of Costus comosus x productus ; Regis-
trant is Tim Chap-
man 
Tim Chapman hy-
brid, named because 
he thought it was lost 
but it arose from be-
ing apparently dead. 
This is a hybrid of 
the "costus barbatus" 
form of Costus 
comosus with Costus 
productus that has 
the overall appear-
ance of the former.  
The most important difference is a much more profuse 
flowering habit both basal and terminal.  Botanically the 
differences include 1. reddish apex to the flowers, 2. visi-
ble nectar callus on the bracts, 3. longer ligules, and 4. a 
purplish cast to the basal parts of young stems.  It has been 
proven hardy to USDA Zone 8. 
 
'Pink Floyd' natural hybrid of Costus; Registrant is Dave 
Skinner  
Found in 2015 along road 
to Guayzimi, Zamora-
Chinchipe, Ecuador.  
Named based on working 
name by Marco Jimenez 
Sr. and Marco Jimenez Jr. 
with Dave Skinner. Proba-
ble hybrid of the very com-
mon Costus asplundii of 
the region with Costus 
amazonicus.  Plant grows 
to 3 to 4 meters tall, all 
vegetative parts are hairy, 
ligule truncate to slightly 
lobed.  Bracts are green, 
non-appendaged, with fi-
brous margins.  Flowers are pink open-labellum type, in-
cluding corolla and labellum. 
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'Raspberry Yogurt'  selection of Costus vargasii; Regis-
trant is Colton Collins  
Per Colton Collins, 
origin is 
"horticultural."  Per 
Facebook posting by 
Bruce Dunstan, this 
was collected by Alan 
Carle and Mark Col-
lins near Quince Mil 
in southern Peru.  It is 
identical to a plant 
found at the type lo-
cality near Atalaya in 
southern Peru, Upper Manu National Park. Sheaths are 
purplish transitioning to green with age; coated with a 
white powder. Ligules are white and cup-like turning light 
green with maturity. Petioles are purple. Upper surface of 
leaves are coriaceous, with prominent veins, and a light 
green costa. Lower leaf surface is purple. Inflorescence is 
somewhat glossy with tight bright red bracts. Inflores-
cences are both terminal and basal. Flowers are yellow.  
This cultivar differs from the plant found in primary forest 
areas near the type locality by having dark green leaves 
with purple undersides. 
 
'Red Baron' unknown species/variety of Costus; Regis-
trant is Dave Skinner  
Found in 2013 in Cos-
ta Rica at the Universi-
ty of Georgia Research 
Station at San Luis 
near Monteverde.  
Same form also grow-
ing east of continental 
divide in the Rio Peñas 
Blancas watershed. 
Plant grows to 3 me-
ters tall with glabrous 
vegetative parts, short, bilobed ligule under 1 cm long.  
The bracts are green, non-appendaged and the flowers are 
bright red, open labellum type.   May be a new and un-
described species. 
 
'Red Feathers' unknown species/variety of Costus; Reg-
istrant is Colton Collins  
Collected, named, and 
introduced by Mark 
Collins, found in south-
ern Peru.  Exact locality 
unknown but this same 
plant form was seen and 
photographed by Ar-
naud Maurieres along 
the Rio San Gabon near 
the town of Mazuko in southern Peru. Stems are green and 
pubescent. Ligules are slightly swollen. Leaves are nar-
rowly elliptic; upper surface is glabrous and underside is 
pubescent. Inflorescence are terminal and subclylindrical. 
Base of bracts are tight while tips are feathery and flare 
out. Bracts are chartaceous with a green stripe along bract 
centerline. Flower is pink to red. 

'Reina Rosada'  natural hybrid of Costus; Registrant is 
Dave Skinner  
Costus 'Reina 
Rosada' - Span-
ish for 'Pink 
Queen'. This 
plant was found 
in 2015 in south-
ern Ecuador in 
the Cord. del 
Condor, El Zar-
za area at 1200 
meters. Terminal 
flowering plant 
to 2-3 meters tall, vegetative parts are mostly glabrous.  
Bracts are green in the exposed part, red in the covered 
part, wth fibrous margins like Costus amazonicus.  Termi-
nal flowering with open-type labellum with light pink 
stripes.  Corolla lobes are creamy white.  It appears to be a 
natural hybrid of the pubescent form of Costus laevis with 
Costus amazonicus - both of which are in the immediate 
vicinity. 
 
'Reinaldo'  natural hybrid of Costus ; Registrant is Dave 
Skinner  
Plant was found 
in 2013 by Rein-
aldo Aguilar 
near the town of 
Rincón, Osa 
Peninsula, Costa 
Rica. Plant grows 
to about 2 1/2 
meters tall, 
stems and under-
side of leaves 
pubescent, upper side glabrous, ligule truncate to 2 cm 
long with reddish margin.  Bracts are red with green trian-
gular appendages with reddish margins.  Flowers are pink-
ish red, tubular, with stamen exceeding labellum.  This is 
clearly a hybrid of Costus pulverulentus with Costus lima, 
both of which are common in the region. 

Come to India in 2018 

Lalbagh Garden 
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Udhagamandalam / Ootacamund, popularly known as 
Ooty, a beautiful little hill station situated at an altitude of 
2268 mtrs. above sea level. Ooty is ‘The Queen’ among 
the hills. It is a collage of luscious Tea gardens, hills and 
cliffs, forests, sporting spots, parks & gardens, lakes and 
cascading waterfalls all making it a perfect holiday desti-
nation. Ooty is alluring, vibrant and mesmeric and it is 
your haven on the hills. The origin of the name Udhaga-
mandalam is obscure. The first mention of the place oc-
curs in a letter of March 1821 to the Madras Gazette by an 
unknown correspondent as Wotokymund. In early times it 
was called OttaikalMandu "mund" is the Tamil word for 
a Toda village, and the first part is probably a corruption 
of the local name for the central region of the Nilgiri Plat-
eau. Another likely origin of the stem of the name 
(Ootaca) comes from the local language where Otha-
Cal literally means Single Stone. This is perhaps a refer-
ence to a sacred stone revered by the local Toda people. 
The name probably changed under British rule from 
Udhagamandalam to Ootacamund, later shortened to Oo-
ty. 

Botanical Garden- this garden was laid out in 1847 by 
the Marquis of Tweedale and is spread over 55 acres. 
Lush green well maintained lawns, rare tree species (like 
the cork tree which is probably the only such tree in India, 
the paper bark tree and the monkey puzzle tree- monkeys  

cannot climb this tree), a 20 million year old fossilized 
tree, an Italian-style garden bordering a clear pool, a vast 
variety of flowering bushes and plants in myriad hues 
(exotic and ornamental), fern house with a vast range of  
ferns and orchids, are some of the many highlights of this 
garden. A flower show along with an exhibition of rare 
plant species is held every year in the month of May at this 
garden. The Garden is maintained by the Horticulture De-
partment of the Government of Tamil Nadu and has a very 
wide variety of plants that include different types of roses, 
imported shrubs, rare flowering plants etc. 

 

Dodabetta Peak- situated at a height of 2,623 meters, 
Dodabetta Peak is the highest point in the district. Situated 
at about 10 km from the Ooty town, it is one of the most 
prominent view points around Ooty. The top of the peak 
remains covered by mist most of the time but on a clear 
day, you can have a look at the landscape as far as the 
plains of Coimbatore and the Mysore plateau)  , Dolphins 
Nose (this view point is 10 Kms from the town. The Nose 
is a unique rock of tremendous proportions which looks 
like a Dolphin.  

 

Ooty Lake- this lake was artificially formed by John Sulli-
van, the founder of Ooty, in 1823-25 by damming the 
mountain streams flowing down Ooty valley. This lake is 
situated just behind the Main Bus Stand and the Railway 
station, this stretches, in an irregular 'L' shape, for about 
two kilometers in length and varying distances in width. At 
the far end is the Boat House where all kinds of boats are 
available for hire from eight in the morning to six in the 
evening.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toda_people
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Kabini River. This place derives its name from the wind-
ing River- Nagarhole meaning "snake river" - which flows 
through the park. The 640 sq km of gently undulating ter-
rain at the foothills of the Brahmagiri hills is covered with 
thick tropical forest, grassy swamps and numerous rivers 
and streams. The park and animal life is part of the coun-
try's first ‘bio-sphere reserve’. One can be sure of seeing 
the bison, elephant, spotted deer, sambar, barking deer, 
wild boar, mongoose, peacock, jungle fowl and many oth-
er birds and animals. 

Mysore is the second largest city in the state of Karnataka. 
The city is situated at the base of Chamundi Hills. Mysore 
is famous for the Dussehra celebrations during which a 
large number of tourists visit the city. Hindu mythology 
says that Mysore was ruled by Mahishasura a demon and 
the demon was later on killed by Goddess 
Chamundeshwari. Till the 15th century the area where My-
sore stands today, was known as Puragere. The fort was 
constructed in the year 1524 by Chamaraja Wodeyar 
III. Mysore city is the cultural capital of Karnataka. 
Dussehra is the most important festival of the city. This 
festival is celebrated for a period of 10 days and it was 
started by King Raja Wodeyar I in the year 1610. The 
ninth day of the celebration is known as Mahanavami and 
the imperial sword is worshiped on this day. Processions 
constituting ornamented elephants, camels and horses are 
taken out. The style of painting prevalent is an outgrowth 
of the Vijayanagar school of painting. The typical charac-
teristic of these paintings is the plaster of Paris work in  

which gold hydrofoils are pasted. Mysore is also known as 
City of Palaces. There are a large number of palaces 
around the city to be visited. The famous Jayalakshmi Vi-
las Mansion is now being converted into a museum and is 
dedicated to folk culture. 

At the crest of this hill is Sri Chamundeshwari Temple 
that dates back to the 11th century.  The striking Gopura 
(Pyramidal Temple tower) was added by Maharaja Krish-
naraja Wodeyar- III in 1825-1826. Goddess Chamundi 
was the patron deity of the rulers. Near the temple is the 
Statue of Mahishasura, the demon slayed by the goddess 
Chamundeshwari.  Half way up the stone steps, is the 4.8 
meter high monolith of Big Nandi, Lord Shiva’s mount. 

Mysore Maharaja Palace  

http://www.karnataka.com/tourism/coorg/
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Mysore Maharaja Palace- designed by the English Ar-
chitect, Henry Irwin, the Mysore Palace dominates the 
skyline of Mysore.  A three storied structure in the Indo- 
Saracenic style built between1897-1912, the palace has 
beautifully designed square towers at cardinal points, cov-
ered with domes.  The Durbar Hall with its ornate ceiling 
and sculpted pillars and the Kalyanamantapa (Marriage 
Pavilion) with its glazed tiled flooring and stained glass, 
domed ceiling are worth noting.  Intricately carved doors, 
the golden howdah (elephant seat), paintings as well as 
the fabulous, jewel encrusted golden throne (displayed 
during Dasara) are amongst the palace’s other treasures. 
The walled palace complex houses the Residential Muse-
um (incorporating some of the Palace’s living quarters), 
temples and shrines including the Shwetha Varahaswamy 
temple. The palace is illuminated on Sundays, Public Hol-
idays as well as during the Dasara Celebrations when 
97,000 electric bulbs are used to illuminate it. 

Bangalore, which means ‘the town of beans’ was founded 
by Kempegowda, a chieftain under the Vijayanagar em-
pire, in the early 16th century. Bangalore is also called as a 
‘Garden City of India’ This city has a beautiful Parks, 
Gardens and tree-lined avenues. Probably the fastest 
growing city in Asia, Bangalore, the home of the electron-
ics industry. 

Lalbagh Gardens-  this exotic garden, laid out by Hyder 
Ali in 1760, span an area of 240 acres in the heart of Ban-
galore, is amongst India’s most beautiful botanical parks. 
This holds the key to major contribution in maintaining 
the City’s healthy environment for generations. The gar-
den has about 1000 species of rare plants and herbs. The 
park is constructed in about 2400 acres. There is a glass 
house depicting London’s Crystal Palace and this is the 
main center of attraction. The garden is well protected 
with stone walls which act as enclosures. It has four ap-
proach gates. 

Yet another jewel in the crown of God's Own Country- 
Kerala, is the pristine, tropical city of Kumarakom. This 
cluster of small picturesque islands around the Vem-
banad Lake, with its beautiful landscapes, picturesque 
canals, backwaters and lagoons & scenic environs is a 
perfect holiday spot. it was described as the list of places 
known as Venice of the East by Lord Curzon. The Palm 
fringed canals and shores bustling with glimpses from the 
day to day life in the country side, the mirror still la-
goons, picture book lakesides and its long sandy beach 
has blessed Kumarakom, the water locked district, to be-
come one of the best Backwater tourism destinations in 
God's Own Country. The large network of canals pro-
vides Kumarakom its lifeline. Water carnivals using the 
gigantic snake boats and the country canoes of varying 
sizes have an important role in the community life of the 
people of the district. The soil found in the region is fer-
tile, the numerous paddy fields, mangrove forests, and 
coconut groves found stand testimony. The lush greenery 
is an amazing sight and is a treat for the eyes. The island 
is popular among honeymooners looking for peace & 
solitude.  Thousands of migratory birds flock to this area 
every year. Bird watchers flock here each year to catch a 
glimpse of the various birds visiting the island.  This 
beautiful island has numerous small fishing skiffs 
throughout the town. With both salt water and fresh water 
surrounding Kumarakom, there are several varieties of 
fish found here. Excellent marine and freshwater fish in-
cluding tasty karimeen (also known as pearl spotted fish), 
shrimp, and prawns are available in the area making it 
perfect to enjoy a lip smacking sea food.  

Experience the backwaters of Kerala. More to come in 
the next HSI Bulletin.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerala_Backwaters
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagoon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Curzon
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Two new ginger species from Myanmar  
 
[An abridged account from: Gowda, V., Kress, W. 
and Htun, T. 2012. Two new species of Gingers 
(Zingiberaceae) from Myanmar. PhytoKeys 13 : 5–
14, doi: 10.3897/phytokeys.13.2670.] 
 

Vinita Gowda and W. John Kress are members of the 
Heliconia Society International who published descrip-
tions of two new ginger species from Myanmar in 2012.  
One, the Globba sherwoodiana  W.J. Kress & V. Gowda 
sp. nov., was originally listed as Globba magnifica in a 
molecular analysis (Williams et al., 2004).  It is only 
known in cultivation and is commonly grown and sold in 
markets in Myanmar, finding use as a common offering 
in Buddhist ceremonies and temples.  The other, Curcu-
ma arracanensis W.J. Kress & V. Gowda sp. nov., was 
collected from a single restricted region in the cloud for-
ests of the Rakhine Yoma above the Bay of Bengal in 
western Myanmar. Collecting was done by Dr. Kress and 
Mike Bordelon while Dr. Gowda created the descrip-
tions, which were aided by some molecular analyses. 
 
Globba sherwoodiana 
Globba sherwoodiana shares relationships with other 
Globba species such as Globba laeta K.Larsen, Globba 
schomburgkii Hook. f., Globba globulifera Gagnep., 
Globba adhaerens Gagnep.,  Globba marantina L., and 
Globba winitii C.H.Wright that inhabit the understory of 
monsoon forests   However, it has large white, sharply 
reflexed and imbricate inflorescence bracts and soft, gla-
brous, bright green leaves. Several species in this section 
have similar large conspicuous inflorescence bracts. The 
species name was named in honor of Dr. Shirley Sher-
wood, a great lover of plants and a patron of contempo-
rary botanical art, who supported the authors’ botanical 
research in Myanmar.  The local name for this species, 
“Padein Gno,” means “weeping goldsmith” in the Bur-
mese language. It is said that local goldsmiths in Myan-
mar weep when they see this flower because no matter 
how hard they try, they are unable to capture in gold met-
al the beauty and simplicity of the individual parts of the 
flower (Kress, 2009).  
 
An abbreviated description:  Small perennial herbs from 
38–45 cm in height to the top of uppermost leaf sheath. 
Rhizomes compact, non-tuberulous (i.e. fat storage roots 
are not present), white with a light orange center internal-
ly. Leafy shoots densely clumped, 6 to 8-leaved, stems 
bright green in color, sparsely hirsute. Leaves glabrous 
and soft, bright green adaxially and pale green abaxially, 
only midvein of the ventral surface pubescent. The lami-
na is 17–20 × 5–8 cm elliptic in shape with entire margin. 
Petioles are 0.5–0.7 × 0.3–0.4 cm, sparsely hirsute, 
green.. The inflorescence is terminal on leafy shoots, 
pendent and 11–15 cm long. Inflorescence bracts number 
25–30 per inflorescence, decreasing in size from base to 
the tip, reflexed 105–107°from vertical axis, glabrous, 
white. Cincinni number one per bract containing 2–3 
flowers which flowers mature from base to apex of inflo-
rescence. The flowers are conspicuous (see illustration).  

Fruit and seeds unknown. Bulbils not observed. 
[Editors’note: Bulbils are produced by this species.] 
 
In the original paper, appear fine drawings by Alice Tange-
rini that illustrate the details of Globba sherwoodiana as well 
as photographs by John Kress.  

 

Curcuma arracanensis 
The local name for Curcuma arracanensis is “Tauk tar phu” 
in the Burmese language.  It differs from other members of 
the genus known from Myanmar in that its inflorescence is 
borne well above the surface of the ground at the apex of a 
leafy shoot, deep maroon inflorescence bracts, and very con-
spicuous, bright orange flowers.  It inhabits steep hillsides of 
open areas in evergreen cloud forest in fine scree soil in a 
very limited range in Rakhine State, Myanmar. The species 
name is derived from Arrakan, an earlier name for this re-
gion.  Because this species is only known from a single lo-
cality in Myanmar and the habitat in which it is found is 
steadily declining due to deforestation, it should be catego-
rized as critically endangered. 

Figure 1. Globba sherwoodiana W.J.Kress & V.Gowda. A 
Habit of flowering plant B Apical part of leaf sheath show-
ing ligule C Flower, lateral view showing bracteoles D Ca-
lyx with floral tube E Flower, frontal view F Bracteole G 
Inflorescence bract H Base of flower, cut-away view show-
ing style, epigynous nectaries and placentation I Anthers 
with four appendages, style held in the ventral furrow of 
the filament with a cup-shaped stigma. WJK 11-8809 
(US). 

http://www.pensoft.net/journals/phytokeys/article/2670/abstract
http://www.pensoft.net/journals/phytokeys/article/2670/abstract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
http://dx.doi.org/10.3897%2Fphytokeys.13.2670
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3391713/figure/F1/
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Globba sherwoodiana W.J.Kress & V.Gowda. A Habit B Flower, front view showing two lateral staminodes, two petal 
lobes, labellum, and the four appendages of the anther C Inflorescence, lateral view D rhizome. WJK 97-141 (USBRG). 
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 An abbreviated description: C. arracanensis is a medium 
herb with leafy shoots to 85 to 130 cm in height. Its rhi-
zomes are compact, yellow internally, with numerous 
white tuberous roots (yellow internally). Leafy shoots 
have basal sheaths green with red speckles. Leaves are 60
–70 cm in length, glabrous and coriaceous with petioles 
19–23 0.7–0.8 cm, glabrous, green with small red speck-
les. The erect inflorescence (19-25 cm in length) is termi-
nal on a relatively long leafy shoot with a peduncle 2–5 
cm in length, glabrous and green to deep maroon red and 
short rachis. The inflorescence bears 25--30 bracts per 
inflorescence, 2.4–2.9 × 2.5–3.4 cm, spirally arranged 
and imbricate, green basally to deep red maroon distally; 
no coma.  Cincinni one per bract containing 3–4 flowers, 
maturing from base to apex of inflorescence.  Flowers 
have a tubular calyx, 16–22 mm long, tri-lobed, sparsely 
hirsute with very short hairs, pale yellow orange; corolla 
tube 2.8–3.5 cm, orange to pale orange, glabrous, with 
lobes not reflexed, 19–22 mm in length.  Fruit and seeds 
are unknown as none were found at the time of collec-
tion. 
 
The relationship of Curcuma arracanensis to other mem-
bers of the genus is not known at present. Further molec-
ular and morphological analyses are needed to determine 
more precise relationships. 

In the original paper, excellent drawings by Alice Tange-
rini and photos by John Kress illustrate important aspects 
of this species.  
 
Literature citations 
Kress WJ. (2009) The Weeping Goldsmith. Abbeyville 
Press, New York.  
 
Williams KJ, Kress WJ, Manos PS. (2004) The phyloge-
ny, evolution, and classification of the genus Globba and 
tribe Globbeae (Zingiberaceae): Appendages do matter. 
American Journal of Botany 91: 100-114 doi: 10.3732/
ajb.91.1.100 
 

How to Name a New Cultivar 
 
Piers Trehane 
 
Many of the Rules in the International Code of Nomen-
clature for Cultivated Plants (Cultivated Plant Code or 
ICNCP) deal with sorting out problems which have arisen 
in past nomenclature. The following short notes are in-
tended as a quick guide to forming new cultivar names 
and should be read by anyone wishing to name a new cul-
tivar. For precise regulations, the ICNCP is to be consult-
ed. 
 
Do I have a new  cultivar? 
You have a new cultivar and you wish to name it. First 
check that you do actually have a cultivar. A single plant 
is not a cultivar: a cultivar is a group of individual plants 
which collectively is distinct from any other, which is 
uniform in its overall appearance and which remains sta-
ble in its attributes. Do not attempt to name a cultivar un-
til you have a number of individuals that are uniform and 
stable. Now convince yourself that your cultivar is really 
worth naming; there is no point in going through the pro-
cess of naming your cultivar if it is not an improvement 
on others.  
 
There are different sorts of cultivar ranging from clones, 
which should be genetically identical, to tightly con-
trolled seed-raised cultivars such as F1 hybrids. Article 2 
of the Code describes some of the different kinds of culti-
vars.  
 
The only way you can check if your cultivar is new and 
distinct is by comparing it with existing cultivars. Your 
new cultivar must be distinguishable from others that ex-
ist or have existed.  
 
Once you are satisfied that you do indeed have a new cul-
tivar, decide if you want to give it a cultivar name. A 
name is made up of a botanical name in Latin (or its com-
mon-name equivalent) for a genus or species followed by 
a cultivar epithet which is the last part of the entire name 
and which renders the name unique. Cultivar epithets are 
always written within single quotation marks (never dou-
ble quotation marks) so that they stand out from the rest 
of the name and so that their status is obvious.  
 
Continued on page 15. 

Curcuma arracanensis W.J.Kress & V.Gowda. A Habit of 
flowering plant B Tuberous rhizome C Ligule D Bracteole 
E Flower, lateral view F Flower, frontal view G Flower, 
cut-away view showing style and anthers H Base of flow-
er, cut-away view showing style, epigynous nectaries and 
placentation I Placentation, cross section. WJK 03-7328 

http://dx.doi.org/10.3732/ajb.91.1.100
http://www.ishs.org/sci/icracpco.htm
http://www.ishs.org/sci/icracpco.htm
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Curcuma arracanensis W.J.Kress & V.Gowda. A Habit B Flower, frontal view C Inflorescence D Rhizome. WJK 03-7328 
(US). 
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(b) Make sure that your name cannot be confused either in 
spelling or pronunciation with an existing one. (ICNCP 
Art. 19.15) 
(c) Make sure that your name could not be interpreted as 
being likely to exaggerate the merits of the cultivar. (Art. 
19.26) 
(d) Make sure that the epithet of your name has no more 
than 10 syllables and no more than 30 characters, exclud-
ing spaces and the single quotation marks. (ICNCP Art. 
19.15) 
(e) Make sure your epithet does not consist of a single let-
ter or solely of numerals (ICNCP Art. 19.16) 
(f) Do not use any of the following banned words (or their 
equivalents in any language) in your epithet: "cultivar", 
"grex", "group", "hybrid", "maintenance", "mixture", 
"selection", "series", "sport", "strain", "variety" (or the 
plural form of these words in any language) or the words 
"improved" or "transformed". (ICNCP Art. 19.19-19.20) 
(g) Do not use any punctuation marks except for the apos-
trophe, the comma, a single exclamation mark, the hyphen 
and the full-stop (period). Do not use fractions or symbols 
unless they are specifically permitted. (ICNCP Art. 19.21-
19.22) 
(h) Make sure that your epithet is not, or does not contain, 
the Latin or common name of its genus or the common 
name of any species in that genus if use of such might lead 
to confusion. (ICNCP Art. 19.23-19.24) 
(i) Make sure that publication of the cultivar’s name is not 
against the wishes of its raiser or breeder. (ICNCP Art. 
28.4) 
 
2. Other Recommendations to bear in mind: 
In addition to the Code's Rules for forming a new cultivar 
name, contravention of which will cause it to be rejected 
(ICNCP Art. 28.1), the following Recommendations, de-
signed to avoid confusing or misleading buyers of plants, 
should be followed. 
(a) Epithets should be as short as possible and not difficult 
to write or pronunce. (ICNCP Rec. 19A.1) 
(b) Avoid epithets that might resemble terms used in the 
market-place. (ICNCP Rec. 19C.1) 
(c) Avoid epithets only made up of simple descriptive 
words that are likely to become common adjectives within 
a group of cultivars within the denomination class. 
(ICNCP Rec. 19D.1) 
(d) Avoid epithets that might give a false impression as to 
the attributes of the cultivar. (ICNCP Rec. 19E.1) 
(e) Avoid epithets that imply that the cultivar is derived 
from another when this is not the case. (ICNCP Rec. 
19F.1) 
(f) Avoid epithets that give the false impression as to its 
raiser, breeder or origins. (ICNCP Rec. 19G.1) 
 
This article will be continued in the next issue of the  
Bulletin. 

How to Name a New Cultivar (continued from p. 13) 
 

Remember that cultivar names, by their very definition, 
are available for all to use and that the names themselves 
offer no protection if you wish to obtain intellectual prop-
erty rights on your new cultivar.  
 
How do I form a new cultivar name? 
The full name of a cultivar will always begin with the 
name of the genus to which the cultivar belongs. Optional-
ly, the species or hybrid epithet may be included as a sec-
ond element in the entire name but this is not usually nec-
essary; inclusion of such epithets merely provides more 
information about your cultivar.  
 
Since 1959, new cultivar epithets must be in a language 
other than Latin and they must be unique within the so-
called denomination class which is usually the genus. A 
few groups have special denomination classes and these 
may be found listed in Appendix III of the Code.  
 
Coining a new and original cultivar name is not easy, es-
pecially in groups which historically have had hundreds or 
even thousands of cultivars. Luckily many of these groups 
have International Cultivar Registration Authorities 
(ICRAs) who publish checklists and registers of names 
which are in use or which have been used in the past. You 
can search in the alphabetic list of genera in these pages to 
see if the genus of your cultivar is covered by an ICRA 
and then consult the ICRA's publications or contact the 
particular ICRA Registrar directly. Registrars will be glad 
to advise you if your proposed name has been used before 
and whether or not your name is in an acceptable form.  
 
There have been many other lists of cultivar epithets pro-
duced in the past and a fairly comprehensive list of those 
is given in Appendix XI of the 1995 edition of the Code. 
This list of Checklists is kept up to date at Delaware State 
University (USA). Good horticultural and botanical librar-
ies are likely to have copies of many checklists, registers, 
and other publications for you to check through prior to 
publishing your proposed name.  
 
Thinking up a cultivar epithet requires a bit of care. An 
ideal epithet is both easy to spell and pronounce in the var-
ious countries through which the cultivar might be distrib-
uted. The rules for forming an epithet allow you to use or 
make up any word or words you want but the epithet will 
not be allowed as a cultivar epithet if it is confusing or 
likely to confuse or if it is contrary to the few provisions 
listed below. The Code governs the reasons why a pro-
posed epithet might not be allowed: epithets not formed in 
accordance with the Code are to be "rejected".  
 
1. The following are some of the Rules to follow when 
formulating a new name:  
(a) Make sure your proposed name is unique and that the 
epithet is in a modern language other than Latin.  (ICNCP 
Art. 19.13-19.14) 
 
 

http://www.ishs.org/sci/icralist/icralist.htm
http://www.ishs.org/sci/taxlist/taxlist.htm
http://www.desu.edu/herbarium/intro.html
http://www.desu.edu/herbarium/intro.html
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